Aladdin®
Model 23A Heel-less Kerosene Mantle
Lamp Burner--Exploded View Parts List
Sold from 1963 to Present


N239A Model 23A Oil Lamp Gallery fits Models 21, 21c, 23 and 23A.

Cut-A-Way View Showing Large Dimples to prevent gallery from turning blue.

N106 Flame Spreader fits Models 12, A, B, C, 14-English, 21, 21c, 23, 23A and 23E60.

N238 Outer Wick Tube fits Models 21, 21c, 23 and 23A Lamp Burners and 23E60 Fridge Burner.

N235 Model 23 Burner Base (Not Sold Separately)

N230 #23 One Inch Cotton Wick fits Models 23, 23A Lamp Burners and 23E60 Fridge Burners. Also, will fit Models 21 and 21c, when using N233 Wick Raiser.


R111 One Inch Wick Cleaner (Trimmer). Use with all 1” Aladdin Kerosene Burners.

R910 Aladdin Heel-less Glass Chimney fits Models 1 thru 11 and 23A.

Enlarged View Model 23 Wick Clip.

Genuine Aladdin Brand Heel-less Chimney is 12 1/2 Inches Tall with 2 5/8 Inch Bottom Fitter.
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